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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Distributive education programs have been organised and
conducted in many secondary schools in the United States.

These

programs wars developed because of the need for American education
to provide vocational preparation for those students planning to enter
the work force upon high school graduation.
Through the efforts of dedicated educators and businessmen,
thousands of students have benefited from tho training received
through various cooperative part-time programs in business.

James B.

Conanfc, in an address given at the American Vocational Association
convention in 1959, voiced similar sentiments when he stated:
I do not see how anyone who has visited the kind of
practical courses I visited could recommand eliminating
vocational and practical arts work frem the high school.
When I hear adverse criticism of vocational education,
I cannot help concluding that the- critic just has not taken
the trouble to find out what he is talking about.x
Appropriate programs and curriculusts in distributive education
must be offered if the objectives of distributive education are fco
ba effective.

Qualified distributive teacher-coordinators are needed

to carry out a properly administered distributive education program.

^James B. Conant, "Vocational Education and the National Need,
American Vocational Journal, (January, I960), p, 15.
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Depending upon the method of teaching distributive education
it is generally accepted that on-the-job training bs incorporated
within the curriculums of the secondary schools.

Students are employed

part-time in distributive occupations under the supervision of
the teacher-coordinator and the employer.^

When improvising on-tha-

job training in distributive education training stations within the
business community should be available in order that on-the-job
training in distributive education can be carried out.
The extent of the distributive education program will depend
on the number and variety of local businesses and their willingness
to cooperate with the program.

Other considerations having bearing

on program feasibility are administration of program, scheduling,
transportation, on-the-job supervision, paying the minimum wage,
timing of the training on-the-job and hiring of a qualified coordinator.
These are soma o£ the aspects to be considered in determining feasibility
of a distributive education program which are discussed in chapter II
of this study.

Statement of the Problem
The problem of this study was to determine the feasibility
of teaching distributive education within the business education
department of middle sized secondary schools.

The enrollment of middle

sized secondary schools ranges from -100 to 1000 students in grades

9 through 12.

'‘John M. Chrismer, "Distributive Occupations,"
Forum, (October, 1057), p. 2 2 .

sinass Education
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Delimitations of the Study
Tha delimitations of this study include the following:
1.

Sources of data were confined to the literature; v?ithin
■the Chester Frits Library, Universtiy of North Dakota
and selected materials from other- available sources.

2.

Research is delimited to distributive education programs
within the secondary school.

3.

The scope of this study is confined to distributive
education in general, tha data are related to tasks
encountered in the administration of the program for the
purpose of determining program feasibility.

Importance.of the Problem
Educational programs need to be made relevant.

Emphasis should

bo on how students perform, not just their mastery of subject matter.
Program development must become more closely attuned to individual
interests, aptitudes, needs, and subsequent occupations and educational
requirements.
Although the United States Government had recognised tha need
for specific education in agriculture and industry, it was not until
1S35 that federal money was appropriated directly to ed ucatioa ror
distributive occupations.

The recognition of the need for better

educated and better prepared employees of retail establishments
•through the George-Dean Act of 1936 gave impetus to formalized cooperative
programs of distributive education on the high school level.
The Vocational Education Amendments of 1963 authorize programs
which will deal with the dilimmaa facing tha United States today and its
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changing world of work.
new ones are emerging.

Old jobs have disappeared or have bean altered;
Relocations of industry and shifts in market

demands have further complicated the labor market.

In addition, jobs

for which physical strength and untrained minds were sufficient have
declined, while jobs requiring perfected skills and advanced education
have increased.

The job of our schools is particularly critical in

view of these new and emerging occupations and the resultant demands
to be faced by the labor force.

Broader training must be offered to

high school students in vocational education.
The results of this study should serve as an indicative factor
to those people whose decision it is to establish or not to establish
a distributive education program within the Business Education Department
of the middle sired school.

Definitions of Terms
The following definitions ars pertinent and applicable to
this study:
1.

Business Education —
with (!)

A program cf instruction concerned

the knowledge, attitudes, and nonvocational skills

needed by all persona to be effective in their personal
business affairs and in their understanding of and participation
in our economic system as citizens; and with (2)

the

vocational preparation for business occupations, including
that required for initial employment, that involved in
retraining, that needed for advancement in business careers,
and that involved in making an effective business contribution."^

Policies Commission on Business and Economic Education, "The
Policy Statement," B’cnnecc Education Forum, (April, 1964}, p. 1.
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2.

Distributive Education —

A program of instruction to

develop skills, knowledges, and understandings that are
necessary to facilitate business information csntrol and
processing.

4

3. _ Distributive Occupations —

Occupations followed by .

proprietors, managers, or employees engaged primarily in
marketing or merchandising goods or services.

Such

occupations may fee found in various business establishments
including, but not limited to retailing, wholesaling,
manufacturing, storing, transporting, financing, and risk
bearing.
4.

Office Education —

A program of instruction to develop

s3cills knowledges and understandings necessary to facilitate
business information control and processing.
5.

Secondary Cooperative Program -—

Provides classroom

instruction and on-the-job training.

Students are prepared

for entry occupations and for promotion to positions of
increased responsibility in the various areas of marketing,
merchandising and management.

Through a working relationship

existing between the secondary school and business community
an attempt is made to achieve the basic objective of preparing
young people for careers.

Properly conceived, the classroom

represents the center of the instructional program, and the
employment status of the students serves to provide the
necessary labortory experience.

John A. Beaumont, "The Federal Role in Distributive Education,”
American Vocational Journal, (December, 1963), p. 35.

i
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6.

Teacher-Coordinator *— A member of the school staff who
teaches the related and technical subject matter involved
in cooperative training programs in addition to performing
the regular duties of a coordinator in integrating classroom
instruction and the on-the-job activities of the student.

7.

Teacher-Education ■—

(!)

.All the formal and informal

activities and experiences that help to qualify a person
to assume the responsibilities of a member of the educational
profession and to discharge his responsibilities more
effectively; (2)

the program of activities and experiences

developed by an institution responsible for the preparation
and growth of parsons preparing themselves for educational
work or engaging in the work of the educational profession.
3.

Medium Sized High-School —

A medium sized high school as

referred to in this study is considered to have an
enrollment ranging from 400 to 10GC pupils in grades
9 through 12.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

The Development of Distributive Education
Lucinda Prince is credited with being the first person to
establish a formal class in retail salesmanship combined with cnthe-job training.

Based on her successes with the out-of-school

program which was started in 1305, she established the first school
for training educational directors of stores and teachers of storetraining classes in high school."'

In Hay, .1911, a teacher in the

Providence, Rhode Island, school system was sent to Mrs. Prince’s
school in Boston and returned to set up one of the first cooperative
retail courses in the country.

Fitchbury, Massachusetts, is reported

to have had the first cooperative high school program in distribution?
and although the exact year is not known, it was assumed to have bean
in 1910.6
From this development in 1910 the cooperative distributive
education program progressed slowly until the passage of the GeorgaDeen Act of 1935.

in that year federal funds were earmarked for vocational

training in distributive occupations for the first time.
The cooperative distributive education progress is unique in a
number of ways.

The age group involved is usually limited to sixteen

5E. Edward Harris, "Requirements For Office ard Distributive
Education Teacher-Coordinato rs,” South-Western Publish ing Company,
Monograph Ho. 115 {Chicago: South-Western Publishing C empany, 1957), p. 6.
Ibid., p. 7.
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to eighteen year-old juniors and seniors in high school,

the program is

a cooperative arrangement between high schools and business and industry
in the community.

The primary objective of the program is to turn out

skilled, responsible young adults who upon graduation from high school
can assume a productive place in our technical society."^
Preparatory training for the distributive education program on
tha secondary level would include salesmanship, marketing, and merchandising.
Cooperative education includes further units o x stvviciy in distributive
education combined with coordinated placement in a distributive occupation.
A variety of courses are offered dealing with most every
phase of sailing, store control, management and commodity study.

Most

of the emphasis, however, is given to retailing and much less to other
phases of distributive education.
Listed balow are some courses offered in larger schools related
to retailing."
Trends in Retailing
Retail Merchandising Techniques
Retail-Store Salesmanship
Retail Personnel Administration
Color and Design in Retailing
Fashion Fabrics in Apparel
Fabrics for Hesse Furnishings
Fashion Analysis and Evaluation
Hons Furnishings
Store Organization and Operation
Retail-Store Advertising

Retail Advertising Copy
Retailing Policies
Retail-Store Sales Promotion
Interior Decoration
Management of Small Store
Chain-Store Management
Store Planning Design,
Modernisation, and
Maintainanca
Supervised Store Experience
Retailing Policies

Some of tha more specialised course titles in the field of
distributive education include:
1.
2.

Retail Credit Administration
Fundamentals of Credit and Collections

'Harry Huffman, "Cooperative Vocational Education,"
Vocational Journal, XLIV, (May, 1959), p. 16.

American

"'Herbert A. Tonne, Principle s of Susir.ags Education, (3 rd ed. 9
Mew York: Gregg Publishing Company, McGraw-Hill dock Company, Inc.
1961), p. 352.
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Retail Advertising
Small Business Management
Buying and Small Management
Merchandising Analysis
Bookkeeping for the Businessman
Marketing
Vocational Work Experience Education
Cocparativa Retail Training
Purchasing
Wholesaling
Executive Decision Making
Personnel Management
Marketing Research
Organising and Operating a Small Business

Variety of Programs in tha Secondary School
Three types of distributive education classes are authorised
in the regulations for the administration of the G-orge-Barden Act
of 1946.

The three types of classes are:

first, tha extension

classes? second, the part-time cooperative classes and third, the
pre-employment classes.

The Vocational Education Act of 1953 contains

an amendment to the George-Barden Act which authorises the use of
Federal funds for prs-employnent classas in distributive education.
Since this study is limited to the distributive education program
of the secondary school, extension classes will not be discussed as
they relate to the adult class in distributive education.
The Vocational Education Amendments of 1SSG provide a way
to bring about necessary changes to adapt vocational education to
new manpower needs.

This program in operation would affect over 25

million people a year.

The Act is also designed to help tha hard-

to-reach and hard-to-teach.

It places resources and program flexibility

at the discretion of state and local school agencies and is designed to
focus on the major deficiencies of the past,

10
Part-Time Cooperative Classes» —

A part-time cooperative

class in distributive education is one that provides for study in
school and participation in on-the-job training in a distributive
occupation.

The two experiences are planned and supervised by fcha

school and the employer so that each makes a definite contribution to
the development of the student in his chosen occupation.

Work periods

and. school attendance are on alternate days, weeks, or other periods
of time, but the hours at work ora required to equal or exceed the
hours spent in school during the regular school year.

The student

in this program is regularly enrolled in a public secondary school and
receives instruction in both vocational and general education
subjects.

9

Pre-employment Classes. ■—

A pre-employment or preparatory

class is distributive education is ona that provides instruction
in the knowledge, skills, and attitudes needed by a parson who is
preparing to enter a position concerned with the sale of goods and
services.

Those classes may be included in a pro-employment curriculum

in distributive education comprising technical and general education
courses designed to prepare a person for entry into a position in
the field of distribution.

Pro-employment classes in vocational

distributive education under federally aided programs are usually
placed at the secondary school level 10

Objectives of the Program'
Vocational distributive education is a program of instruction
in marketing, merchandising, and management.

The program is concerned

"Hoy V?. Roberts, Vocational and Practical Arts Education,
Harpar and Row Publishers, 1955}, p. 2C3.

(2 nd ed., Mow Yorks

laLoe. Cit.
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with fcha education needed for purposes of updating, upgrading,
career development, and operational management.

The following goals

have been established to enable distributive education to accomplish
its general purpose:
and Eanag.22r.snt; (2)
and (3)

(1)

To offer instruction in marketing, iserchandising

to aid in improving the techniques of distribution;

to develop an understanding of the wide range of social

and economic responsibilities which accompany the right to engage
in distribution in a free competitive society.““
The general objectives of distributive education were developed
shortly after the passage of the Georga-Desn Act in 1935.

Cna of

the nose widely accepted statements of objectives for distributive
education is one that was prepared encompassing Alberty'a suggestions
in regard to classifying the aims according to adolescent needs.
Aibarty states, "If cxperienca-cantared curriculums are to be nucc233ful,
they must provide adequately for the organisation of knowledge.
The core curriculum, interpreted in terms of adolescent needs,
is cna of fcha leading types of ogranisation for utilising direct
19
experience." ~

Zeimas classified the objectives of distributive

education according to social, vocational, and personal needs of
the educated distributive occupational worker.
Social Peede. ---A.

Recognises the importance of distributive work and realizes
that the activities of the distributor are an influence
on production and consumption

n lbid., P. 206.
'““'Harold Albert*/, r.ror-anizing the High-School Curriculum,
(Mew York: The Macmillan Company, 1948), p. 147.
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B.

Has the proper job attitude through an understanding
of his personal responsibility to society

C.

Understands how the government contributes to the protection,
advancement, ar.d welfare of consumers, businessmen,
workers, and aids in progressively defining policy

D.

Engages in activities which safeguard and promote his health
and others

E.

Participates in vocational and civic organisations which
promote the bast interests of distributors, workers,
consumers, and the community

F.

Aid3 in the improvement of consumer judgement

G.

Aids in the conservation of human and natural resources.

Vocational Needs. --A.

Appreciates the importance and dignity of all types
of work

3.

Selects an occupation

C.

Prepares himself adequately to enter the occupation
of his choice

D.

Has the personal characteristics which make him a successful
worker

E.

Works successfully with employer, follow workers, and
business associates, including competitors

F.

Engages in useful work

G.

Prepares for promotion

H.

Successfully deals with customers.

Personal Heeds. —
A.

Keats squarely life situations

B.

Practices thrifty habits of living

C.

Maintains habits of good physical and mental health

D.

Has the personality and character fitted to his station
in life

E.

Follows an educational program which will result in
a balanced individual
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F.

Participates .in leisure time activities

G.

Uses public services available to him

H.

Develops aesthetic interests

I.

Understands the need for tolerance

J.

■»3
Maintains devotion to democracy.

Planning the P-coram
Three feasibility studies that are of significance include
a study by Blaster (1549) of the possibilities for distributive
education in Minnesota; Lowe (1953) made a study to determine the
nsad for and ability to support a program of cooperative vocational
business education in Utah; and Rogers (1952) made a study to determine
the possibilities for a distributive education program in a community
in Iowa.
(i)

Blaster's study was divided into four main divisions:

the status of distributive education in Minnesota;

for distributive education;

(3)

(2)

its administration; and (4)

program that would meat the need in the state.

the need
a feasibility

The results indicated

that the possibilities for distributive education in Minnesota were
much greater than the extent of the existing program.

She concluded

that the development of distributive education commensurate with
its possibilities would require much promotion, publicity,, and education
for school administrators, business pscpla, and students in ordar
to acquaint than with tha possibilities.

She recommended that a study

be made to find out what occupations male distributive workers follow

^ S . Edward Harris, "Requirements For Office and Distributive
Education Teacher-Coordinators," South-v?astcm Publishing Company,
Monograph No. 115 (Chicago: South-Western Publishing Company,
1967), p. 11.
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before they go into distributive jobs since the age statistics seemed
to indicate that most men did not go into distributive work until
they were 25 years of age or older.

In Lowe's study, three questionnaires

were used? one was sent to 1,000 business firms; another to 40 business
education teachers? and the third to 3,200 11th- and 12th- grade
students in Salt Lake City.

The findings:

students desired vocational training? (2)
for the program?

(3)

(1)

A large number of

teachers expressed a desire

students expressed an interest in the program?

(4)

a large number of jobs would be available for high school students?

(5)

business firms indicated a willingness to cooperate in the venture;

(6)

teachers were willing to teach the necessary courses? and (7)

were available.

funds

In Roger's study, questionnaires ware sent (1)

to ninth- and 10th- grade students in Knoxville, Iowa?
and senior high teachers and administrators? and (3)
parents of the ninth- and 10th- grade students.

(2)

to junior

to selected

Two hundred and

fifty students, 63 parents, and 31 teachers and administrators participated
in the study.

The conclusions were as follows:

(!)

a preliminary

survey of this type was an important step in determining the feasibility
of initiating a distributive education program in Knoxville, Iowa;
(2)

there were enciigh students (ninth- and 10th- grade) in the

community who desired to participate in a distributive program to
justify its initiation;

(3)

all groups in the study ware interested

in supervised on-fche-job training in the senior high school (73
per cent, 71 per cent, 73 per cent); <4>

the students did not seem

to ba aware of courses or subjects not currently offered by their
school that would give them a batter preparation for their occupational
goals
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Should it be determined that the distributive education program
is feasible, it must be planned and developed according to the types
of occupations found in the community.
The first probable step would ba to determine tha number and
nature of businesses that are willing to cooperate.

This information

would in turn determine tha type of related instruction the school should
offer and fcha number of students tha program can accommodate.

A

community survey is quite often used in an attempt to obtain such
information.
A survey or investigation should be made to determine the need
for, and interest in, the distributive program.

Various groups should

be contacted, such as students, parents, school officials, employees, and
employers.

Students and their parents need to know about opportunities

for employment and advancement in distribution; and need to express an
interest or opinion relative to part-time employment in distribution.
School officials need to understand the curriculum requirements, class
schedule adjustments, and personal needs of the distributive program.
The school must work out a schedule that will permit interested
students to gat their required subjects, tha related instruction, and
released time for on-the-job training.
all schools.

No one schedule will work for

Seme cooperating employers may require the trainee to

work during the school day, soma will require Saturday work and others
will employ students during the summer months only.
The organisation of the distributive education program may be
facilitated by the use of an advisory committee.

The committee usually

consists of employers and employees in distributive occupations.

The

committee may assist tha teacher-coordinator to become acquainted with

1G
the merchants and with problems and relationships in the community.
The advisory committee m y offer advice on wage rates, training stations,
types of training and standards to be adopted.

This committee can

establish good contact between the school and business establishments
thus serving a public relations function in helping other employers
to understand the program.
In selecting training stations for placement of cooperative
students the nature of the following businesses are such that they are
suggested as probable training stations:

grain elevators, feed and seed

stores, farm implement firms, service stations and retail stores.*4
The distributive education program should be planned as an
integral part of the business department.

Much of the existing business

curriculum may ba utilised, and the cooperation of others in the business
department can ba realized.

The program must also be planned so that it

contributes to the general educational objectives of the school.

This

contribution, though seemingly small, improves the total educational
effort of the school.*"*
Teaching facilities should ba planned for maximum and effective
use.

Instructional facilities may consist of classrooms and fully

equipped shops or laboratories where pre-employment skills are taught,
including study tables, chairs, desks, files, bookcase, chalkboards,
bulletin boards, and magazine racks.

A coordinator’s office and a

combination conference room and library should also be provided adjoining
the classroom,
14
Schools?"
15

Leroy H. Swenson, "Are Co-op Programs Possible xn Small High
American Vocational Journal, XLXV, (May, 1369), p. 23.

John M. Chrismer, "Distributive Occupations,"
Forum, (October, 1967), p. 21.

Business Education
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Facilitv
---........— Iso Lamentation
1.

Classroom. —

Instructional facilities should be flexible

enough to provide both group and individualised instruction.
Consideration should be given to tha facilities required
by tha largest class.

Tha classroom should present a

realistic atmosphere and allow sufficient room for the
students and teacher to work efficiently.
2.

Storage Space. —

Provision should be made for the storage

of instructional aids and equipment such as charts, slide
projector, overhead projector, student's notebooks,
instruction sheets, reference pamphlets, and supplemental
books.
3.

Distributive Education Equipment. —

Equipment used in the

instruction cf distributive education classes should include
charts, slide projector, overhead projector, student's
notebooks, instruction sheets, reference pamphlets, display cases,
supplemental books, cash register, sales counter and storage
facilities.
4.

Coordinator13 Office. —

An office should ba provided for tha

coordinator where he can conduct interviews, keep student
records, and work while the classroom is in use by another
group.
5.

Combination Conference Room-Library. *— A combination
conference room-library should be adjacent to tha instructor's
office and classroom, so that the instructor can easily get
to both the conference room-library and the classroom.

'■f
°The Center for Vocational and Technical Education, Guidelines
in Cooperative Education, (Columbus: Tha Ohio State University), p. 19.
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Promotion of tha Program. —

There are many ways in which

promotion of the distributive education program may be carried out.
of the suggested means of program promotion include:

Some

articles written

for local newspapers, radio, television, brochures, service club speeches,
and presentations.

i7

Partial promotion of the program may have occurred

through the administration of the community survey ana in the forming
of the advisory committee.
If tha above mentioned stages are well planned and tha ground
work properly laid, the program is ready for implementation.

The

coordinator for this program should be on tha staff and involved in
these planning stages.

While no plan can guarantee success, it the

above activities have been carried out carefully, it is probable tha
initiation and continuation of the program will be successful. 13

Tasks of the Secondary Teacher-Coordinator
The distributive education teacher-coordinator, teaches distributive
and related subject matter to students preparing for employment, and
coordinates classroom instruction with on-the-job training or individually
designed learning activities.

Ke is responsible for the distributive

ig
education program in the school.
In 1352 a study was carried out by Harland E. Samson in an effort
to determine the requirements for performance of secondary school
distributive education teacher-coordinators.

He classified the critical

17 Ibid., p. 23.
13
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Loc. Cit.

C, Lucy Crawford. Curriculum Construction in Distributive Teacher
Education, Department of Education, College of Arts end Sciences” (Virginia
Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia, December, 1357), p. 34.
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requirements into the following six major effective and ineffective
categories:
1.

Student discipline and control

2.

Administration and operation of program .

3.

Instructional activities

A.

Coordination

5.

Personal and professional relationships.

John A. Beaumont, Director of the Distributive Education Eranch
in the United States Office of Education, in a speech titled "Tha Teacher
Coordinator —

The Key to a Strong Distributive Education Program" stated

tha following:
. . . tha teacher coordinator is becoming increasingly the
key to tha whole development of distributive education. His
responsibilities will taka on the nature of a consultant as well
as a teacher of distribution. In addition ha will be expected
to organise if not teach in tha adult area. The future will be
dependent upon tha teacher coordinator not only in his position
as a teacher coordinator but
n*9 in his future position in teacher
training and supervision.
Thors should ba a teacher-coordinator for each secondary
distributive education program.

Tha teacher-coordinator should have had

work experience in a distributive occupation and the experience should
be related to tha occupation fcr which the program is designed.

Tha

teacher-coordinator should have completed tha professional and subject*
2

^Harland E. Sanson, "The Critical Requirements for Distributive
Education Teacher-Coordinators (Unpublished doctoral dissertation,
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1964).
2^John A. Beaumont, "The Teacher-Coordinator — The Kay to a
Strong Distributive Education Program," (Talk before the annual masting
c£ the New York State Coordinators of Distributive Education at Mew York
City, February 20, 1959) .
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content courses as are usually required for high school distributive
education teachers.
Karris pointed out in his study, the following eight categories
of job activities for secondary school distributive education teachercoordinators:
1.

Discipline and control of students

2.

Selection of training station and placement activities

3.

Evaluation and selection of students

4.

Personal and professional relationships

5.

Adjusting student training station performance problems

6.

Adjusting student problems

7.

Direction of in-school learning activities

8.

Development and promotion of program-■2-

Listed below are four of the typical critical requirements for
distributive education coordinators that evolved from critical behaviors
frequently reported by the teacher-coordinator and supervising school
administrator observers 1.

The effective distributive education teacher-coordinator
secures the cooperation and understanding of employers and
training sponsors to give students with well known limitations
effective training.

2.

The affective distributive education teacher-coordinator
treats each student problem with the major objective in
mind of doing what is best for the student.

3.

The effective distributive education teacher-coordinator

22

Stephen R. Lucas, Guidelines for Establishing Post-Secondary
Distributive Education Programs, Department or Education, Division of
Distributive Education, (Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg,
Virginia, 1968), p. 35.
^^Harris, Op. cit., p. 74
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works effectively with various individuals and groups in
the community.
4.

The ineffective distributive education teacher-coordinator
warns, threafear.3, or pleads with students in an attempt to
gain a change of behavior. '

The teacher-coordinator is the key to the success of a local
distributive education program.

Hia activities call on him to be a

combination of business teacher, guidance counselor, personnel manager,
and adult educator.
There are a number of specific tasks to be performed by
the teacher-coordinator, if desirable and successful results are to be
met.

These tasks have been classified as teaching, guidance, coordination,

public relations, operation and administration, and tasks concerned with
the total program.

Each one of tha above task categories is discussed

specifically as follows:
1.

Plans and develops teaching plans with assignments, test,
and examinations tailored to individual ar.d group needs for
distributive education classes sufficiently in advance to
maximise teaching effectiveness

2.

Uses a variety of teaching techniques in classroom instruction
for interest and effectiveness

3.

Relates classroom instruction to on-tha-job situation or
experiences

4.

Recognises individual differences of students

5.

Provides students a number of participation experiences to

24 Ibid., p. 74.
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develop tha competencies needed to enter and advance in their
chosen distributive occupaticr.3
G.

Has students give sales talks and demonstrations in class
and has students suggest methods of improvement

7.

Provides instruction and experience that will measure the
students attitudes, initiative, ability and insight

3.

Participates in tha preparation, development, evaluation
and revision of course outlines and subject materials
for the distributive education class

3.

Sets up, develops and maintains effective resource files

10.

Brings qualified managers, supervisors and other outside
speakers into tha classroom.for demonstration, observation
and talks on special class topics

11.

Conscientiously evaluates work dene by students

12.

Uses the Distributive Education Club of America, contests and
activities as a teaching tool in developing competencies and
in stimulating interest and development in a competitive
attitude

13.

Helps students locate materials, literature and information
needed to successfully complete a project

14.

Prepares or secures audio and visual materials and devices
needed for effective instruction.

Guidance Tasks. —

25

The teacher-coordinator must instruct and

guide the distributive education students.

Some of tha guidance tasks

for which tha teacher-coordinator is.responsible are as follows:

■'■"C. Lucy Crawford, Curriculum, Curriculum Construction in
Distributive Teacher Educ-ricn, Department of Education, College of Arts
and Sciences, (Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksbury, Virginia, December,
1967), pp. 39-42.
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1.

Helps students with problems connected with the job

2.

VTorks cooperatively with guidance counselors and other guidance
personnel

3.

Develops an overall guidance plan for recruiting, selecting,
counseling, and placing of students that will provide for
growth and adjustment of individuals in relation to employment
opportunities in distribution and marketing

4.

Keeps in close contact with the outcome of all student job
interviews

5.

Attempts to fit the right student to the right job situation

6.

Keeps students aware of opportunities and careers available
to them in marketing and distribution

7.

As much as possible, helps students with problems in other
related activities or refers them to appropriate agencies. °

Coordination Tasks. —

The succass of a distributive education

program depends on the ability and competency of the teacher-coordinator
to coordinate effectively his program.

Some of the coordination tasks

include:
1.

Kelps students understand the relationship of classwork
to on-the-job training

2.

Makes coordination visits regularly to training stations
and supervisors

3.

Selects training agencies which offer opportunities for students
to develop and advance toward a career objectives

4.

Considers the needs of the employer and his customers as
well as the student in reccnscending students for employment

26Zbid., pp. 43-44.
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5.

Sees that ail students in tha cooperative program are employed
as scon aa they evidence readiness

6.

Determines with the training sponsor where the students
need special training

7.

Confers with employer about minimum hours and pay scale
fcr employees

8.

Serves as a consultant and source of information to local
retail merchants.

Public Relations. —
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Tha development and growth of a distributive

education program in a secondary school of a particular community i3
depended upon tha ability of the teacher-coordinator to inform tha
public, participate in a number of community activities, ar.d promote
distributive education in the school, the community and tha state.
Public relations is a key factor to the success of a distributive
education program.

Some of the task3 concerned with public relations

to ba performed by the teacher-coordinator are as follows:
1.

Sets an example of ethical standards in business and
professional relationships

2.

Sees that businessmen, lay people and fellow teachers,
administrators and public are acquainted with distributive
education

3.

Supports tha efforts of tha American Vocational Association

4.

Participates in the local merchants association and the
Chamber of Commerce

5.

Takes part in extra-curricular activities and other school
duties as time permits

Ibid,, pp. 43-47.
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6.

Prepares news articles for trade and professional media

7.

Keeps the school principal informed about progress of the
program, and keeps informed of developments of distributive
education on the state level.-®

Operation and Administration Tasks. —

The most important

operation and administration tasks to be performed by the teachercoordinator are:
1.

Secures the approval of the superintendent for the appointment
of a Distributive Education Advisory Committee composed of
representatives of a cross-section of distributive businesses
in the community

2.

Makes plana and preparation for participation in District and
State Leadership Conferences

3.

Prepares necessary school reports in performance of in school
duties and a summary report of Distributive Education activities
at the end of the school year and sends to responsible persons

4.

Reports to the advisory committee on the progress, success and
problems of the Distributive Education Program

5.

Works with school libzaiar. in requisitioning textbooks,
reference books, and teaching supplies pertaining to
marketing and distribution

6.

Plans and arranges instruction for adults wishing to update,
or upgrade competencies needed in their distributive

•pQ

employment.
Op

S.
Reno Knouse, "Innovations in Distributive Education?
to Teach," Business Education Forum, (April, 1SS7), pp. 2-3.
oc,
■“ J. W. Weatherford, "Using Community Resources," Business Education
Forum, (April, 19S7), pp. 12-13.

Plannin
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Methods of Teaching
There are primarily two methods of teaching distributive
education in the secondary school.

The two methods discussed are the

"Cooperative Method" and the "Project Method."
The Cooperative Method. —

The cooperative method has been defined

ss "co-ordination of classroom instruction with a series of on-the-job
learning experiences related to each students occupational objectives."

30

Employment, as a requirement for enrollment in the cooperative program,
is viewed as a means of instruction.

The job is an avenue through which

each student nay test basic concepts in practical situations.

Employed

as a part-time worker, the student has at hand a unique laboratory
situation which can not be duplicated in the classroom.

Classroom

instruction is in keeping with the needs of the students or particular
job and with the information students need to equip themselves for
*3\
full-time employment. “*
The cooperative method of instruction attempts to provide the
student with the following:
1.

Provides the student with class-room knowledge and on-thejob experience

2.

Brings business industry, and the school together in an effort
to develop productive employees and worthy citirens

3.

Increases the holding power of students enrolled in school

~J^Distributive Education — Poet-High School Cooperative Prcorams,
Vocational Division Bulletin, Mo. 203, Distributive Education Saris3
No. 29 (U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1950).
31
-aA Study of Curriculum in the High School Coor-erativa Program,
U. S. Department of i 1th, Education and Welfare, (Washington D. C.:
U. S. Government Printing Office, i960), p. 2.
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by helping students clarify goals and providing a practical
means of reaching them.
The Project Method. —
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"The project method of instructing night

be defined as being a method of instructing, centered around meaningful
individuals or group activities of educational value, generally involving
investigation and soloution of problems, and frequently involving the
use and handling of products and/cr equipment.
Teacher planning is the key to successful utilisation of the
project method of instruction.

The teacher must consider the educational

background, the maturity, and the capability of a student to complete
the desired work.

Some of the rules that are applicable to the

project method to be considered by the teacher-coordinator are:
1.

Projects should be meaningful and be within students
capabilities of accopmlishment

2.

Projects must be designed so they fit each students level of
motivation

3.

Projects should ba realistic and life related

4.

Projects should be applicable to tha learning to bs obtained
and the relevance and applicability should ba obvious to the
student

5.

Projects should be so designed that students vrill be able
to bring them to favorable conclusions.-^3
4

•^John 0. Perreault, Stepping up with Distributive Education,
(Washington, D. C.: Office of Education, U. S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, 1955), pp. 3-4.
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Illinois:

Ralph E. Mason, Methods in Distributive Education, {Danville
The Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc., 1562) p. 51.

3A
E. Chancey Gilbert, "Tha Project Method in Distributive
Education," The Balance Sheet, (Nov., 1968), p. 100.
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After completion of each project, tha teacher-coordinator
should discuss conclusions, clarify any unanswered or unsolved parts
to the project and discuss any generalizations.

Any vital facts,

information or relationships to other desired learnings should be
. . ,35
emphasized.

Problems of Administration and Financing
The organization of a local program of vocational education is
under the control of a local board of education.

These boards usually

consist of from 3 to 7 members, and these members are charged with
responsibility for organizing and operating the local school systems.
The principal duties of tha local school board are to legislate and
to approve policy.

An important function of the board is to employ

a local school superintendent and delegate to him the policy executing
and, in general, the policy planning functions.
Local teachers of vocational education have the same relation
ship to the local board of education and the local superintendent of
schools as other teachers in the school system.

This means that

responsibility for employing, discharging, fixing salaries, and
determining duties and responsibilities is vested in tha local school
authorities.

However, if the local board of education receives a

reimbursement from the state beard for vocational education for a portion
of the salary of the vocational teacher, certain standards with reference
to the qualifications of the teacher and the U3a of his time must
be observed to comply with Federal and state laws and regulations
relative to tha use of funds.
35 Ibid., p. 1C2
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The Smith-Hughes Vocational Education Act appropriated
$1,655,537 for vocational education in 1918.

The Federal allotments

under the provisions of the Smith-Hughes Act increased until 1925, at which
time the allotment was $7,104,901.

Since the Smith-Hughes Act contains

a permanent appropriation, an amount approximately equal to the above
figure for 1926 has been allotted under the provisions of this Act each
year since 1926.

Additional funds have been provided for vocational

education under ether vocational education acts.

The Georga-Reed Act

authorised an increase in vocational funds for a 5-ysar period ending
June 30, 1934.

The maximum increase during these years was in 1932, at

which time the combined Federal allotment from the Smith-Hughes and
George-Reed Acts was $8,732,978.
The Georga-Ellsey Act resulted in an increase in Federal aid for
vocational education for a 3-year period ending June 30, 1937.

The

annual Federal allotment from fcha Smith-Hughes and Gaorge-Ellzey Acts
for the 3-year period was $10,377,531.

The Georga-Dcan Act of 1933

was responsible for an increase in Federal funds for the years from
1939 to 1947.

During these years, the annual allotment from the two

acts was about $21,768-000.
funds beginning July 1, 1946.

The George-Barden Act authorised additional
However, no additional funds were

appropriated under this Act until 1943, at which time the annual
allotments from the Smith-Hughes and Gaorge-Barden Acts wars $27,127,000.
Appropriations .under the provisions of the George-Barden Act have been
increased since 1343, and the total allotments from the Smith-Hughes and
George-Barden Acts for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1952 were $53,619,000
In 1963, Congress enacted legislation designed to (1)

extend

present programs and develop new programs of vocational education.
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(2)

encourage research and experimentation, and (3)

provide v?ork-

study programs to enable youth to continue vocational education.

The

1363 Act also amended the Smith-Hughes and George-Barden Acts.
Authorizations beginning at $60,000,000 for the fiscal year
1964 and increasing each year to maximum of $225,000,000 for fiscal year
1967 and thereafter were made for extension and development and for
research and experimentation.

Ninety percent of these sums are for

extension and development programs and were distributed among the
states by a formula based on population ratios and par capita income.
The remaining 10 psr cent was reserved for grants to state boards and
institutions by the U. S. Commissioner of Education to pay part of the
cost of research and training programs, designed to meet the special
vocational educational needs of youth.
With the passing of the 1363 anmendir.ents to the 1963 Vocational
Education Act, all prior vocational education legislation is repealed with
the exception of the Smith-Hughes Act.

In Fiscal Year 1970 and thereafter

all appropriations for the Smith-Hughes .Act shall be deemed to be
appropriated for the Vocational Education Act of 1363 as amended.
The 1963 Vocational Amnvendznents authorised the money listed for Cooperative
Vocational Education Programs:
$20
$35
$50
$75

million
million
million
million

-

June
June
June
June

30,
30,
30,
30,

1269
1970
1971
1272

This program shall have specific programs planned and set forth
as part of the state plan submitted to the commissioner.

Each state shall

receive a basic allotment of $2,000,000.

3oEoy W. Roberts, "Vocational and Practical Arts Education,"
Harper and Row Publishers, 1965), p. 135.

(2 r.d ed. , New York:
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The national vocational education acts require that federally
appropriated funds be used as only a reimbursement for authorized
expenditures previously incurred.

Accordingly, stats boards for vocational

education use federal funds and any state vocational funds provided by
the state as a reimbursement to local school boards for a proportionate
part of the salaries and, in some instances, travel and other expenses
of vocational teachers.

This reimbursement is usually paid to the local

school board quarterly for the expenditures incurred during the preceding
three mcnth3.
The amount of the reimbursement varies both among states and
among vocational services within a state.

In general, it is not more,

and more frequently it is less, than 50 per cant of the total expenditures
for salaries and travel of the vocational teachers.

The amount of

reimbursement a local district receives is usually determined by a
formula or policy established by the state beard for vocational education.
Some of the formulas are simple statements to the effect that local
boards will be reimbursed for a stated percentage of the expenditures
made for salaries and travel of the approved vocational teachers.
Maximum limits for salaries and travel are usually stated with the
provision that when these are exceeded the local school board will not
receive reimbursement for the amount paid in excess of the maximum.
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Tonne makes the following comments in reference to distributive
training in high school:
It is clearly impossible for the high school to give specific
training in most distributive occupations. This level of school
must confine itself to preservice goals and supply the fundamental
knowledge of retailing that is useful to anyone who will engage

37Ibid., p. 165-1G6.

xr
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in a distributive occupation. Transfer of most skills to specific
job situations is difficult. Nevertheless, a limited amount
of marginal vocational utility can be found in distributive
courses, particularly when they are taught by teachers with
broad experience in merchandising who present the material
realistically.
Small and medium sized high schools cannot offer more than a
one-or two-semester course in salesmanship. Unless the school
has a teacher with specific training or a special interest in
the work, even a limited program is of doubtful merit. To be
sure, in some schools the unusual ability of a teacher and the
genuine willingness of store managers to cooperate will make a
more extensive program feasible.
All things considered, the place for successful training for
salesmanship is in the large commercial high schools or in
full-time vocational schools, because they gan batter aford
to specialize in this type of instruction.
Swenson states in an article appearing in the May .issue of
the 1S69 American Vocational Journal tha following list as being
inherent problems in establishing cooperative programs in the small
high school:
1.

Scheduling. ~~ In small schools each class usually has only
one section.

This leaves little leeway for scheduling

students in tha subjects required for graduation and at
the same time arranging time periods for tha on-the-job
training and related school subjects that must go with it.
2.

Transportation. —

A large percentage of students in small

high schools depend on bus transportation.

In many instances

class schedules must conform to the bus schedule.
3.

On-the-Job supervision. —

Firms in small communities usually

have few employees and find it difficult to free personnel
to provide tha on-the-job instruction.

^Herbert A. Tonne, Principles of Business Education, (3 rd edl,
New York: Gregg Publishing Company, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1361),
pp. 345-47.
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4.

Minimum wage. —

Many small businesses operate at a close profit

margin and find the minimum wage that must ba paid the student
a burden.

Moreover, many employers feel that since they are

providing the training they should not be expected to pay
any wage.
5.

Timing of the On-the-job training. —

In a snail community,

scheduling of student employment will call for flexibility
in the cooperative program.

In some occupations the students

will be required to train on the job during the school day;
in many cases, most of the on-the-job training will have to
be scheduled during the early spring and summer.
6.

Qualified Coordinator. —

In a small school it is likely that

a single coordinator will have to work with all students
and all cooperating firms.

The difficulty will be to find

a parson sufficiently knowledgeable in and nullified to coordinate
a distributive education program cooperative in nature."
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Leroy H. Swenson, "Axe Co-oo Programs Possible in Small High
Schools?" American Vocational Journal, XI»IV, (May, 1969), p. 23.

CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES

Selected literature was reviewed and pertinent data was noted
for the purpose of this study.

The Card Index, Business Education

Index, and Education Index were referred to for the purpose of
determining related literature available for review.
Microfilms, books, monographs, unpublished materials and
articles appearing in magazines and journals were reviewed.

Two

sources frequently used in compiling data ware the American Vocational
Journal and the Business Education Forum.

Other sources of information

utilized extensively in gathering of the data ware a monograph published
by South-Western publishing Company, Requirements .'ct Office and
Distributive Education Te"cher-Cocrdinatsrs, a textbook. Principles
of Business Education, by Herbert A. Tonne, and a Review and Synthesis
of Research in Distributive Education, compiled by the Center for
Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State University.
Data were recorded on 5" X 3" index cards and paper while
reviewing the literature.
according to topics.

Ths collected data were sorted and organized

In ’
writing the preliminary draft the applicable

information was organized into a logical presentation in accordance
with a sentence outline of the study.

The preliminary draft served as

a guide from which the final paper was written.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS

Ip. reviewing tha related literature for the pturpose of
determining tha feasibility of teaching distributive education within
tha business education department of a middle sized secondary school
the following factors that are involved in determining feasibility
were indentified:
1.

Distributive education courses offerings are of a large
variety dealing with celling, store control, management and
commodity study.

2.

The distributive education course offering, which is
emphasised to the greatest extent is Retailing.

3.

There are two types of distributive education programs,
which arc applicable to the secondary school:

Part-time

Cooperative Clas3 and the Pre-employment Classes.
4.

Vocational distributive education is a program of instruction
in marketing, merchandising and management.

5.

The school administration must work out a schedule that will
permit interested students to get their required subjects,
the related instruction, and released time for on-the-job
training.

6.

The Teacher-Coordinator is the key to the success of a
local distributive education program.
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7.

In high schools located in rural areas transportation of
students to and from school may conflict with student job
training schedules.

8.

The fact that a minimum wage must be paid student trainees
induces adverse opinions cn the part of some perspective
employers,

9.

The business community must be able to supply training
stations for the students to work.

10.

Equipment to be utilised in the instruction of distributive
education should be provided to meet current instructional
needs.

11.

Sufficient space should be provided for instructional
purposes according to estimated needs projected several
years in advance, perhaps five to seven years if possible.

12.

Students partaking in the distributive education program must
be serious about the program.

They must recognise its scope

and importance and understand fully the contribution it can
make to their educational program.
13.

An advisory committee may be utilized to offer advice on wage
rates, training stations, types of training and standards to
be adopted.

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary
The problem cf this study was to determine the feasibility
of teaching distributive education within the business education
departments of middle sired secondary schools ranging from 400 to
1000 students in grades nine through twelve.

Through the review of the

literature several aspects reflecting upon feasibility of the problem
were revealed and are included in chapter IV.
Two types of distributive education programs were authorised in
the regulations for administration of the George-B&rdsn Act, which
are applicable to secondary education.

One distributive education

program authorised for implementation is the Part-Time Cooperative
class.

The student enrolled in the Part-Time Cooperative class is

regularly enrolled in a public secondary school and receives instruction
in both vocational and general education subjects.

In this program

work periods and school attendance ara on alternate days, weeks, or
other periods of time.
The second distributive program applicable to the secondary
school is the Pre-employment class.

A Pre-employment class in distributive

education provides instruction in the knowledge, skills and attitudes
needed by a parson who is preparing to enter a position concerned
with the sale of goods and services.
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Vocational distributive education is a throe phase program.
The three phases comprising a well-rounded curriculum ora marketing,
merchandising and management.
Goals of the distributive program include:

(1)

instruction in marketing, merchandising and management;

to offer
(2)

to aid

in improving the techniques of distribution; and (35 to develop an
understanding of the wide range of social and economic responsibilities
which accompany the right to engage in distribution in a free competitive
society.

Objectives of distributive education are classified according

to social, vocational, and personal needs of the educated distributive
occupational worker of both sexes.
Among desirable aspects, a properly organised distributive
education program should adequately provide are:

effective student

training stations, modern instructional equipment, a Qualified teac'nercoordinatcr and adequate space for instructional purposes.
In order that success of a distributive education program nay
be enhanced a positive attitude toward the program on the part of
the school administration, students, parents, teachers and business
community is desired.

With positive backing on the part of the community,

inherent problems to the program are more apt to be coped with.

Conclusions
In determining feasibility of teaching distributive education
within a middles sired secondary school certain criteria must exist.
7h* state vocational staff must promote the concept of
cooperative vocational education and must ba ready to work closely with
local school administrators, teachers, and employers in setting up the
program.
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The philosophy of the school is of utmost importance.

It

is essential for the entire staff to have positive attitudes toward
distributive education —

more so in a small or medium sized school,

since class scheduling may often conflict with time required for
on-the-job training.

-A good understanding of the program on the part

of the school administration will ba helpful in developing a schedule
that is sufficiently flexible.
The students must be serious about the program.

They must

recognise its scope and importance and understand fully the contribution
it can make to their educational program.
The community must ba suited to a program of distributive education.
The number of businesses that can serve as training stations is one
consideration in organizing a program.

The personnel employed by the

firm must be able to work with the coordinator to relate classroom and
on-the-job instruction.

Cooperating employers must ba able to employ

students for long enough periods to permit them to get experience in all
phases of the business.
Distributive education programs ought be designed with student
aspirations , desires and goals considered by program developers.

Youth

enrolled in the distributive program have varying likes and dislikes.
For this reason a well-rounded curriculum in distributive education
should ba provided including the areas of marketing, merchandising and
management.
To provide a program as such, space, equipment, staff, administration,
and a cooperative business community which is able to support a program
mu3t exist.

It is improbable that a middle sized secondary' school

would be able to give specific training in the three general areas
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of distributive occupations because of tha dynamics of tha program.

In

order to justify a distributive program entailing the three phases
a full staff of instructors qualified to teach curriculum courses
in marketing, merchandising and management should be staffed.

Beside

staffing, good instructional facilities, training stations, administration,
and financing are necessary and a favorable community attitude toward
the program is desirable.

Success of a distributive education programs

cannot be guaranteed, it is quite probable, however that a program would
be a success provided the aspects mentioned above prevailed.
An advisory committee should be formed to assist in administration
of the program.

The duties of the advisory committee consist of offering

advice on wage rates, training stations, types of training and standards
to be adopted in the training process.
consist of 3 to 7 members.

Advisory committees' should

The advisory committee nay be of assistance

in operating a distributive program provided the committee members
selected have interest in and are willing to participate in an advisory
capacity.
It is suggested the middle sis ed secondary school should
confine itself to preservice goals and supply the fundamental knowledge
of retailing; that is useful to anyone who will engage in a distributive
program.

To fulfill requirements for a distributive education program

centered around the retailing araa it is suggested tha Pre-empXcyment
program be implemented into the middle sized secondary school.
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